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. To make the learners aware of National Science Day.

. To develop cognitive, aesthetic and social skills in the learners.

. To enhance their interest in science and its inventions.

. To spread a message about the significance of scientific apprications in the dairy Jife of the
people.
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"Science is a beautiful gift to humanity, we should not distort it,,,

National science Day is celebrated in India on 28 February each year to mark the discovery of
the'Raman Effect'by Indian physicist sir c v Raman on 28 February 1928. The basic objective
of celebration of National science Day is to propagate the message of impodance of science and
its application among the people, Keeping the same perspective an Intra class activity was
conducted on the theme National science Day wherein the students of class IV presented their
o\''n and unique inventions by drawing them on an A-4 size sheet. Inventions don,t generally
haopen by accident or in a random order, science and technology progress in a very logical way.
sirnilarJy the students also made their inventions in a systematic way where they described their
thoughts in a vivid manner. This activity provided an opportunity to the learners to get to know
more about their hidden talents, They all took part in the activity with fulJ zeal and enthusiasm.
-ney discovered different new things to save the nature and enviTonment of our mother earth
like eco friendly washing machines, water purifier, etc. All the lit e inventors drew what they
want to invent and wrote the description of the same, The best five creatiorrs were selected
from each class, out of which best five were awarded. Overall, the activity helped in enhancing
the cognitive, aesthetic and moral domains of the learners.
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